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This past June saw the 13th Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS) confer-
ence and general meeting, which was graciously hosted by Adam Knee, dean, 
Faculty of Arts, Media and Creative Industries, La Salle College of the Arts, 
Singapore. The three-day conference brought together more than 100 dele-
gates, from as far afield as Finland, Macau, Japan, China, the Philippines, the 
United Kingdom and the United States, to present vibrant and active research 
work on such diverse topics as ecocinema; Hong Kong political activism; the 
Taiwanese  ‘Love Boat’; and transnational co-productions. The conference 
theme was ‘Environments of Asian Cinema’, with a broad array of papers that 
were free to interpret ‘Environments’ in myriad ways, from literal examinations 
of ecocriticism, to examinations of national film industries’ various disparate 
production contexts.

To begin, the ACSS would like to express a warm thank you to the hosts at 
La Salle College of the Arts for their courteous hospitality, which was evident 
from everyone involved be they senior administrators or student volunteers. 
Their graciousness began with President Steve Dixon’s enthusiastic opening 
address where he exhibited interest and knowledge about the conference key 
themes and the history of ACSS’ flagship journal Asian Cinema. It was a pleasure 
to hear such an informed opening address. That interest was evidently shared 
by the Provost Venka Purushothaman, whose own address to the conference 
delegates was similarly warm and involved. Chair of ACSS Tan See Kam was 
there to welcome new and existing members. He conducted the ACSS execu-
tive meeting, giving a recount of the Society’s history (founded in 1984) and its 
continuing endeavours to provide a platform for Asian cinema communities of 
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Figure 1: Delegates at the 13th Asian Cinema Studies Society conference.

Figure 2: Attendees of the Asian Cinema Studies Society general meeting.
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research and scholarship around the world. The next ACSS international confer-
ence will be held in 2021, in collaboration with Concordia University, Canada.

The hosts had good reason to be proud of their campus, a stunning exam-
ple of high-tech architecture with light and airy, interlinked geometric build-
ings, which remained cool and inviting despite the tropical Singaporean heat 
and the occasional thunderstorm. Thanks also, to the Asian Film Archive 
(Singapore) and Intellect (United Kingdom), for their generosity in hosting 
film screenings, talks and workshops for the conference delegates, and also 
a warm thank you to everyone else who worked to bring this conference to 
a rousing success, with a special thank you to the La Salle student volunteers 
and the catering team, who provided amazing meals, several times a day, with 
a rich collection of Nonya, Singaporean and classic international dishes.

A film conference in Singapore would not be right without a close exam-
ination of the popular culture phenomenon Crazy Rich Asians (Chu, 2018), 
and the conference kicked off with a panel dedicated to that film. Edna Lim, 
Mark Gallagher, Jason Coe and So-Yeon Kim discussed the ways in which 
Singapore and the various Singaporean/pan-Asian identities were repre-
sented in the film narrative and production contexts. Kim (University of 
Hawaii at Monoa) discussed her dis-ease at the film’s potentially reproduc-
ing orientalist tropes in its alignment with the character Rachel’s particularly 
American world-view, which at times subjects the Singaporean characters 
to an otherizing gaze. Kim argued the younger, transnational generation are 
presented as cosmopolitan sophisticates who are worldly wise, whereas the 
older generation is constructed as often humorous parodies of  ‘Authentic 
Asia’. Mark Gallagher (University of Nottingham) implicitly responded to 
this criticism, identifying that responses and reactions to the film were varied 
across the world, with little interest shown to the film in Mainland China. 
Gallagher cited Jonathan Papish, who wrote  ‘[m]ainland audiences prefer 
their Chinese stories to come from China and their Hollywood stories to 
come from Hollywood; they walk away when the lines are blurred’ (Papish 
cited in Gallagher 2019). This led Gallagher into a discussion about debates 
around Chinese and Asian cosmopolitanisms, concluding that cosmopolitan-
ism has countless local and regional variations, and invariably confronts and 
confounds other (local/regional) identities, which causes audiences to notice 
absences and demand nuance to capture the entirety of the subject’s legacies. 
Jason Coe (University of Hong Kong) began discussion of the film by focusing 
on online film critics’ reluctance to examine the film on cinematic terms and 
production values, instead preferring to discuss the representations of race. 
Coe then countered the criticisms of the film’s lack of Singaporean plurality 
by arguing the film is a Hollywood film and thereby should not be read as an 
example of Singaporean folk culture. Coe illustrated some of these discrepan-
cies by comparing and contrasting Crazy Rich Asians with Money No Enough 
(Tay, 1998), a film made by and for Singaporeans, which has a much greater 
diversity of Singaporean class and character tropes. These observations led 
Coe to observe that ultimately these diverse tropes do not fit with Crazy Rich 
Asians’ Hollywood origin or global market values. The film was perhaps best 
explored by Edna Lim, who has recently published a book with Edinburgh 
University Press, Celluloid Singapore: Cinema, Performance and the National 
(2018). Lim argued the film has a very particular depiction of an Asian identity 
that ‘is and is not Singapore’. Such criticisms of the lack of diversity in Crazy Rich 
Asians presume an identifiable, fixed and stable Singaporean identity (perhaps 
of cultural heterogeneity), an identity which of course, is as mixed, diverse and 
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complicated as Singapore’s history. Indeed, Singapore can be understood as 
having historically been multiple ‘Singapores’, variously having been connected 
to a greater (colonial/national) identity, which has been variously contiguous 
with and exceeding of the island’s limited boundaries (Lim 2018: 3–4). When 
discussing a Singaporean identity, Lim is confronted with the question ‘which 
Singaporean Identity’? And  ‘[w]hose Singapore’? Further, the film changes 
the source book’s shifting narrational gazes, centralizing and giving primacy 
to the Asian American viewpoint, which is privileged and belongs to a subset 
of transnational Asians. However, Lim suggests it would be wrong to insist 
that such a transnational sinophone Asian identity is not a vital component 
of the mixed and pluralistic Singaporean identity. So, while the film elides 
Singapore’s pluralism, it focuses on a very particular (albeit narrow and often 
self-segregating) subset of the Singaporean identity, which, in Lim’s words 
both paradoxically ‘is and is not Singapore’.

While the conference theme, ‘Environments of Asian Cinemas’, was 
explored in a variety of ways, there were multiple panels devoted to  ‘the 
environment’ and recent trends in ecocinema and ecocriticism (the dual 
themes of this edition of Asian Cinema). Such panel sessions as  ‘The affec-
tive urban: Eco-critical issues and Asian cinema’,  ‘Environmentalism in 
SEA cinema’,  ‘Rural environments in Philippine cinema’,  ‘Forests’,  ‘Anim
als’,  ‘Countryside’ and  ‘Landscape’ provided ample investigation into cine-
matic representations of environmental concerns and activism in Philippine, 
Thai, Taiwanese, South Korean and Pan Asian cinemas. The conference 
theme was carefully explored by keynote speaker, University of California at 
Davis Professor Sheldon Lu, whose paper  ‘Media, environment, and labour 
under transnational capitalism’ detailed ecological concerns in Chinese and 
Taiwanese films, documentaries and poetries. Lu began his paper by stat-
ing that there is a moral dilemma to engaging with the ecological facts of 
China’s mass production of plastics and goods for global consumption, stat-
ing ‘these are not no-where spaces, but rather are within the here and now’. 
Using examples taken from Taiwanese documentaries, Chinese cinema and 
Chinese poetries, Lu provided several examples of ecocriticism in contem-
porary Chinese artistic endeavours. He provided the example of Foxconn – a 
huge factory in Shenzhen – which produces electronic goods for sale around 
the world. The sheer scale of such a vast global chain of production often 
occludes the individual stories of its workers and the brutality of such transna-
tional operations is usually hidden from view. Lu provided an example of the 
worker/poet Xu Lizhi (1990–2014) whose poem ‘The Iron Moon’ (2014) gives 
expression to the poet’s interior struggle as he tries to reconcile his place in an 
increasingly industrialized/globalized China. The poet writes ‘I Swallowed an 
iron moon, they called it a screw’, and again later provides the image of  ‘[a] 
screw plunges to the ground’, which presages the poet’s own death by suicide 
and his fall from one of the many factory towers of the Foxconn factory. Lu 
identified the moon as a long-standing trope in Chinese poetry but here it 
becomes ‘an “iron moon” a symbol of cold dehumanization and industrializa-
tion’. Lu continued, proposing ecocinema provides an imperative for change, 
illustrating his argument with the documentary Plastic China (Wang, 2016), 
a film chronicling the lives of Chinese living within the detritus of global 
consumer culture. Lu professed the film is about workers’ dreams that include 
the desire to give their children a proper education. However, complicating 
and confounding the problem of China’s waste management was the fact that 
China decided to halt the import of the world’s plastic – an action that has 
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created a global crisis, which shows the failure of disparate nations to address 
their own waste. For Lu, the film becomes a clarion call, exposing the conse-
quences of global consumerism, a sentiment echoed in Taiwanese filmmaker 
Ho Chao-Ti’s My Fancy High Heels (2012). Lu’s keynote paper was fundamen-
tally an exploration of the transnational circulation of product and its waste, 
and the cost and toll on the Chinese human/labour economy; asking to what 
extent we as consumers become culpable in these processes. What can ecocin-
ema do, Lu asked, and what is the value of ecocinema that provokes anger – 
can it provoke or incite change?

Further panels explored transnationalism; multi-culturalism; neo-liberalism; 
censorship and regulation; and soft power, in which Valerie Soe (San Francisco 
State University) discussed her documentary Love Boat: Taiwan (2019), which 
tracks the Taiwanese six-week study tour programme that ran from 1966 until 
the mid-1990s. Also in that panel Anubha Sarkar (Monash University) explored 
Bollywood’s culture industry and soft power, and Brian Bernards (University 
of Southern California) explored the phenomenon of Thai remakes of South 
Korean serial dramas. It was refreshing to see a careful consideration of soft 
power that did not reproduce the East/West dichotomy, but rather explored 
the affinities, tensions and frictions between a Thai consumer market and the 
South Korean culture industries, and how Thai media enterprise engages with 
and critiques that unequal uptake. That panel had a robust and engaged ques-
tion and answer session, which lasted a full 30 minutes.

There was, of course, some overlap in papers, and that was the case in 
the panel on Korean Transnationalism, where both Kosuke Fujiki (Okayama 
University of Science) and Calvin McMillin (Iolani School) presented papers 
on the Lee Chang-Dong film Burning (2018). However, while Fujiki provided 
careful close textual analysis of the film with attentive detail to ‘textual ambi-
guity’ and narrational agency (‘the unseeing male is given primacy over the 
female, who sees and understands’), McMillin paid particular attention to the 
film and its intertexts, balancing the work of Lee (who had himself been a 
novelist) and Murakami, and imbuing his analysis with sensitivity towards the 
film’s literary sensibility.

The 2019 ACSS conference was much more than a selection of academic 
papers, though, and the conference agenda was filled with workshops 
and screenings. There was a publishers room, where representatives from 
Bloomsbury, Edinburgh University Press, Intellect, Palgrave, National 
University of Singapore Press and Taylor and Francis were promoting the 
recent publications by their authors and members, and the publishers presence 
included a publishing workshop by James Campbell from Intellect, providing 
excellent advice to those who are trying to produce their first monograph.

The conference, like the best film conferences do, had a package of screen-
ings of new and independent Asian films, including Sea of Mirrors (Lim, 2019), 
an intriguing intellectual puzzle shot entirely on iPhone and in Macao and 
Los Angeles, and Louisa Wei’s Havana Divas (2018), an astonishing documen-
tary about two living Cuban performers of Cantonese opera who performed in 
Havana through the 1940s until Castro’s coming to power in 1959. Other films 
screened were Robin Lung’s Finding Kukan (2016) a film that shines a light 
on the all but forgotten, but extraordinary film impresario Li Ling-Ai; and a 
rare screening of the restored Cathay-Keris Studios drama Chinta Kaseh Sayan 
(My Darling Love) (Haniff, 1965), a sex and politics melodrama that descends 
into farce. The film is surprisingly suggestive of global cinematic modes of the 
period and makes allusions to the French and Japanese new waves, American 
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Beat cinema, high modernism and the beach blanket films of Frankie Avalon 
and Annette Funicello. The film was lovingly restored by the Asian Film 
Archive of Singapore and provided an excellent example of the best of mid-
1960s Malay language Singaporean cinema and all in attendance were grate-
ful to the archives for providing access to this screening.

And finally, I had an opportunity to see a package of films produced by 
students of La Salle College of the Arts’ Puttnam School of Film and Animation, 
curated by Khalid Al Mkhlaafy, the school’s programme leader. The package 
included a mix of animated, narrative and documentary short films produced 
by the students of La Salle, and some of these were the most memorable films 
screened through the entire conference. The bravery and commitment of the 
students to their programme were evident in their films, with students making 
documentaries about illegal trawl fishing shot on location in Cambodia; 
a daring narrative short about the plight of a migrant domestic helper in 
Singapore; and The Mushroom Boys (2019), which documented a community 
action initiative that trained young men with learning difficulties to develop 
practical life-skills, friendship networks and independence. Programme leader 
Al Mkhlaafy and the administration of La Salle should be proud of the work 
that their students are doing.

The draw of Singapore is difficult to compete against, but programmer 
Adam Knee and his team, in conjunction with ACSS, packaged together an 
astonishing array of panels, films and workshops and managed to keep every-
one continually fed, fuelled up with coffee and even the occasional glass of 
wine. The conference delegates were well cared for. The hosts at the La Salle 
College of the Arts and their team created a welcoming environment, ensur-
ing those in attendance ignored the siren call of the Merlion and the further 
distractions that beautiful Singapore has to offer, and remained focused and 
committed to the 13th ACSS conference.
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